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15th Annual Outreach Magazine Resource of the Year - CultureChristianity Today's 2018 Book
of the Year Award of Merit - Culture and the Arts"Culture is not a territory to be won or lost but a
resource we are called to steward with care. Culture is a garden to be cultivated."Many bemoan
the decay of culture. But we all have a responsibility to care for culture, to nurture it in ways that
help people thrive. In Culture Care artist Makoto Fujimura issues a call to cultural stewardship, in
which we become generative and feed our culture's soul with beauty, creativity, and generosity.
We serve others as cultural custodians of the future.This is a book for artists, but artists come in
many forms. Anyone with a calling to create―from visual artists, musicians, writers, and actors to
entrepreneurs, pastors, and business professionals―will resonate with its message. This book is
for anyone with a desire or an artistic gift to reach across boundaries with understanding,
reconciliation, and healing. It is a book for anyone with a passion for the arts, for supporters of
the arts, and for "creative catalysts" who understand how much the culture we all share affects
human thriving today and shapes the generations to come.Culture Care includes a study guide
for individual reflection or group discussion.

"I can't help but recognize that Fujimura's vision has substance and should be acknowledged
and considered by the church as well as others who hope to mend our fractured culture. After all,
Fujimura admits early on that this book is only the beginning of a much larger project, which is to
pursue art and beauty as a remedy for our sick and quickly dying culture. That is why I believe
this book is important for artists and non-artists alike. Whether you're a painter or a collector, a
writer or a reader, we are all responsible for the casualties in the culture wars and thus must
participate in the mending of the resulting divides."-- Douglas Graves, Englewood Review of
Books, Lent 2017"Culture is broken, and New York artist Makoto Fujimura wants to fix it as only
an artist can. He's putting forward a framework to reconnect culture with beauty: 'culture care.'
But this isn't just about artists or even art. It's ultimately about faith. 'I believe the arts and
imagination are in the realm where nature is not strictly a limited-resources environment, that
there is generativity embedded in creation.' he said. 'And when human beings exercise the
imagination, and we act upon it with love, we create something that is so expansive that typical
bottom-line thinking can't explain it.' Throughout Culture Care: Reconnecting with Beauty for our
Common Life, Fujimura fleshes out these profound ideas, making it a must-read."-- Relevant
Magazine, March/April 2017"It is a very readable book, full of thought-provoking and helpful
ideas, and 'must-reading' for anyone interested in the arts and culture, either as a practitioner or
a consumer."-- David McKay, The Covenanter Witness, July/August 2017"Christian readers will
find this book instructive and encouraging. Fujimura's work is instructive in that beauty is not a
commodity to bargain with or exploit, and it is encouraging in that everyone has something to



offer. The arts provide the church with an eclectic array of voices, talents, and experiences
necessary for a robust approach to culture care."-- Justin L. McLendon, Calvin Theological
Journal, 52.2"Culture Care makes a convincing argument that all people should be engaged in
nurturing culture, whether or not they themselves [are] in the midst of a culture war. Ultimately,
Fujimura's urging to care for culture reflects the gospel of Jesus Christ across many traditions, in
that he urges the readers to cultivate diversity, make room for the outliers, and care for the
stranger who follows us generations down the road."-- Jessica Vaughan Lower, Journal of
Religious Leadership, Fall 2017"Culture Care is a breath of fresh air for today's world. Fujimura
invites us to find and make beauty in the world with attentive minds, grateful hearts, and
generous spirits. The central idea is a call to generative care―fruitful, generous, stewarding
practices in a culture characterized by an attitude of openness, love, and appreciation for beauty.
This call to appreciate and cultivate beauty is perhaps the most profound insight for today's
culture, which prioritizes the fast, useful, or most profitable."-- Jennifer Craft, Christianity Today,
December 13, 2017"Fujimura offers practical, thoughtful and creative suggestions for a
neighborhood group . . . to think about, discuss and take steps toward moving culture in a life-
giving orientation."-- Emily Berman D'Andrea, The Presbyterian Outlook, January 11,
2018"Culture Care is beautifully written, powerfully demonstrative and theologically accessible.
Fujimura transforms the conversation about culture from an idea to a lifestyle, demonstrating
how Jesus cared not only for people but also for the culture of his people and the culture of
others."-- R. York Moore, Outreach Magazine, March/April 2018 --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Review"Culture care is the imaginative effluence of being a faithful follower of
Jesus in any time or place. It's hope borne into places where hope that is truly hope must be
realistic, slow, disruptive, and limited. Mako's encompassing, inspiring, humble, bold vision is life-
giving, because it is what life is meant to be. Culture care is needed everywhere."-- from the
foreword by Mark Labberton, president, Fuller Theological Seminary --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorMakoto Fujimura is an internationally renowned artist, writer,
and speaker who serves as the director of Fuller Theological Seminarys Brehm Center for
Worship, Theology, and the Arts. He is also the founder of the International Arts Movement and
served as a presidential appointee to the National Council on the Arts from 2003 to 2009. His
books include Refractions: A Journey of Faith, Art and Culture and Silence and Beauty.
Recognized worldwide as a cultural shaper, Fujimuras work has been exhibited at galleries
including Dillon Gallery in New York, Sato Museum in Tokyo, The Contemporary Museum of
Tokyo, Tokyo National University of Fine Arts Museum, Bentley Gallery in Arizona, Taikoo Place
in Hong Kong and Viennas Belvedere Museum. In 2011 the Fujimura Institute was established
and launched the Qu4rtets, a collaboration between Fujimura, painter Bruce Herman, Duke
theologian/pianist Jeremy Begbie and Yale composer Christopher Theofanidis, based on T. S.
Eliots Four Quartets. A popular speaker, Fujimura has lectured at numerous conferences,
universities and museums, including the Aspen Institute, Yale and Princeton Universities, Sato
Museum and the Phoenix Art Museum. Among many awards and recognitions, Bucknell



University honored him with the Outstanding Alumni Award in 2012, and the American Academy
of Religion named him as its 2014 Religion and the Arts award recipient. He has received
honorary doctorates from Belhaven University, Biola University, Cairn University and Roanoke
College.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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KI-SEKI60.25′′ × 45.25′′ × 1.25′′, MINERAL PIGMENTS, SUMI INK,SILVER, AND GOLD ON
KUMOHADA PAPER, 2014BY MAKOTO FUJIMURAC U L T U R EC A R
ERECONNECTINGWITH BEAUTY FOROUR COMMON LIFEMAKOTO
FUJIMURAFOREWORD BY MARK LABBERTONDedicated to those who sowed seeds of
generativity into my life, starting with Judy and my parents.CONTENTSForeword by Mark
LabbertonPreface1 On Becoming Generative2 Culture Care Defined3 Black River, Cracked
Lands4 From Culture Wars to a Common Life5 Soul Care6 Beauty as Food for the Soul7
Leadership from the Margins8 “Tell ’em About the Dream!”9 Two Lives at the Margins10 Our
Calling in the Starry Night11 Opening the Gates12 Cultivating Cultural Soil13 Cultural
Estuaries14 Custodians of Culture Care15 Business Care16 Practical Advice for Artists17 Tilling
Our Cultural Soil in the Age of Anxiety18 New Vocabularies, New Stories19 What If?A
Gratuitous PostscriptAcknowledgmentsDiscussion GuideNotesPraise For Culture CareAbout
the AuthorMore Titles from InterVarsity PressCopyrightFOREWORDMark LabbertonIn a world
that is at once beautiful and pained, glorious and tortured, thriving and anguished, many ask: Is
there hope? What does it look like? Where and what is it?Hope, first of all, must be realistic. That
is, hope can be hope only if it admits that which is darkest while urging toward the light. Nothing
glib, or blind, or deflective toward the depth of despair could be a contender for hope. If hope has
not first been silenced before the profundity of evil and loss, then such a two-dimensional
offering is more scandalous than fruitful. Realistic is not so much concerned with practicality as it
is about truthfulness.Hope also often takes time to mature. On the whole, quick fixes are no
match for protracted suffering. Instead, the story of hope is often a long one, with unexpected
turns and twists, steps forward and often back too. Time can be both a threat and a friend to
hope. Injustice, for example, has to be tediously dismantled, not exploded. This is often
infuriating, but it is true. Hope is more like a treatment plan than an adjustment: in other words,
hope takes time to shift toward healing.Hope is disruptive, counter to dominant wind patterns,
interrupting what is mapped—a crosscurrent pushing with creativity and truth in directions that
many may think neither possible nor desirable. In this sense, when hope arrives, it appears as a
longed-for surprise, arriving on some unexpected breeze or with some unanticipated visit.Hope
comes in glimpses, almost never in whole. Needs exist on many levels and in different
dimensions, so real hope is unlikely to be present simultaneously for all the needs at hand. And
though hope does have starts and critical corners it turns, it is hard to see hope clearly most of
the time because no one has sufficient vision to apprehend it all—or even the most critical
evidences of its approach. Hope and despair stand close by each other, and yet hope can still
seem illusive.Makoto Fujimura’s vision of culture care bears all the marks of an articulate, fully
orbed hope and more. Mako’s witness to hope is confident but not glib; it’s assured but not
presumptuous; it’s personal but not private. The reason it can be all these things is that Mako’s
vision of hope centers in the God who holds all reality in the love of Jesus Christ. Nothing and no
one is outside the reach of a compassionate and just God.God, this divine Artist, pays attention
to creation in all its reach. God created in freedom and for freedom. Therein lies the great joy



alongside the painful sorrow of our human condition. Our troubled and aching world distinctly
hopes and suffers in the context of God-marked goodness and of human-marked sin.Culture
care explores the vocation of all humanity, with a particular call on those who seek to attend to
our neighbors in God’s name. This is the work of all, but most especially artists who see, feel,
and embody the story of our beauty and our suffering, our longing, anger, pain, and hope.Artists,
those whom Mako calls “border-stalkers,” live and work at the edge, on the margins of the social
mainstream where they contribute powerful insights, alarms, reflections, and yearnings about
our human situation. Their work establishes the urgency of the arts as honest and courageous
testimonies of suffering and hope. Artists who do this work because of the generative influence
of their Christian faith can be wellsprings of honesty and courage in these vital tasks.Mako’s
encompassing vision of culture care grips our imagination, stimulates our hope, and enlarges
our longing for a world renewed by the reality of God’s light and love. This is the work of the
church into today’s context. Whether inside or outside the bounds of a sanctuary or
congregation, culture care is our vocation and mission.Mako’s role at Fuller Theological
Seminary as director of the Brehm Center for Worship, Theology, and the Arts is an invaluable,
necessary gift for us at Fuller to accomplish our goal of forming global leaders for kingdom
vocations. How could such transformative work be undertaken without the arts? Without that
fundamental affirmation and practice of creative imagination in action? This is what’s needed to
live out the call of God in all the times and places into which our faculty and alumni will scatter in
Christ’s name.Culture care is the imaginative effluence of being a faithful follower of Jesus in any
time or place. It’s hope borne into places where hope that is truly hope must be realistic, slow,
disruptive, and limited. Mako’s encompassing, inspiring, humble, bold vision is life giving
because it is what life is meant to be. Culture care is needed everywhere.PREFACEThis is a
book for artists, but artists come in many forms. Anyone with a calling to create—from visual
artists, musicians, writers, and actors to entrepreneurs, pastors, and business professionals—
will resonate with its message. This book is for anyone who feels the cultural divide, especially
those with a desire or an artistic gift to reach across boundaries with understanding,
reconciliation, and healing. It is a book for anyone with a passion for the arts, for supporters of
the arts, and for creative catalysts who understand how much the culture we all share affects
human thriving today and shapes the generations to come.Culture care, though a thesis I have
developed, is a movement already afoot in culture in various circles. In one sense this book is
not new or unique; International Arts Movement, the Fujimura Institute, and the Brehm Center
are part of a whole ecosystem of a greater movement. But having acknowledged that, this is a
book that addresses head-on a terrible rift in our society: our culture is given the hope of
restoration and the new creation to come. Like the creation care movement that looks after the
environment and the soul care concepts provided by practitioners in mental health and spiritual
growth, this book on culture care lays out a necessary conceptual framework and the beginnings
of practical responses to repair the rift. This is a book meant to inspire individuals and to inform
the wider movement in providing care, for us to become co-makers with the divine Artist into the



new creation.Since the publication of my small booklet called On Becoming Generative: An
Introduction to Culture Care (included with minor adaptations here), much has already
happened in public conversations about culture. While working on this book I met with James
Davison Hunter, a sociologist widely known for his groundbreaking work on the American culture
wars, at the University of Virginia’s Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture. Hunter affirmed this
journey toward culture care, noting that poetry (and the arts in general) and generative thinking
are critical for our society to begin a shift away from our corrosive culture battles.While I base my
thinking and applications on a Christian perspective and often work with people within Christian
communities, this thesis is not limited to Christians. The principles of culture care can be
embraced universally. They depend only on developing skills in listening to the wider culture,
and thereby becoming a loving servant toward culture rather than treating it as territory to be
won.Some people may find what I term a Christian perspective debatable, nebulous,
meaningless, or even offensive, but I dare to suggest that this book may be helpful even for such
people. As I will explain, my thesis, flowing out of my pilgrimage with Jesus of Nazareth, has led
me into a wider journey, discovering my role as a “border-stalker” and moving in and out of arts
institutions, churches, and other organizations. I write this from the margins of all these diverse
forms of infrastructure, hoping to speak into the hearts of all those who desire to seek the truth
and fill the world again with beauty.Two words of thanks: the initial spark that led to the coinage
of the term “culture care” came from my friend and executive editor Caleb Seeling. It was in a
car, on a winding road to the Aspen Institute, that he suggested I consider writing this book.
Thanks also to Mark Rodgers and Amy Jones of the Wedgwood Circle for initiating the printing
of the first culture care booklet, which has garnered so much attention.– 1 –ON BECOMING
GENERATIVEBringing Beauty into Our LivesAs a newlywed couple, my wife and I began our
journey with very little. After Judy and I got married in the summer of 1983, after college, we
moved to Connecticut for Judy to pursue her master’s degree in marriage counseling. I taught at
a special education school and painted at home. We had a tight budget and often had to ration
our food (lots of tuna cans!) just to get through the week.One evening I was sitting alone, waiting
for Judy to come home to our small apartment, worried about how we were going to afford the
rent and pay for necessities over the weekend. Our refrigerator was empty and I had no cash
left.Then Judy walked in, and she had brought home a bouquet of flowers. I got really
upset.“How could you think of buying flowers if we can’t even eat!” I remember saying,
frustrated.Judy’s reply has been etched in my heart for over thirty years now. “We need to feed
our souls, too.”The irony is that I am an artist. I am the one, supposedly, feeding people’s souls.
But in worrying for tomorrow, in the stoic responsibility I felt to make ends meet, to survive, I
failed to be the artist. Judy was the artist: she brought home a bouquet.I do not remember what
we ended up eating that day, or that month (probably tuna fish). But I do remember that
particular bouquet of flowers. I painted them.“We need to feed our souls, too.” Those words still
resonate with me today.Is Judy still right? Do we, as human beings, need more than food and
shelter? Do we need beauty in our lives? Given our limited resources, how do we cultivate and



care for our souls? And how do these questions apply to the larger culture?My life as an artist,
and as a founder of International Arts Movement (IAM), has been in pursuit of questions like
these—not just internally or for my own sake but with a growing global network of people. What
began as an admission of my own failure to be an artist has now given birth to many principles
that govern my life as an artist, father, husband, and leader. I call them generative principles.
What started out as Judy’s care for our own souls has blossomed into an effort to extend that
care into our home and our churches, and into a vision for culture at large. What I call culture
care is a generative approach to culture that brings bouquets of flowers into a culture bereft of
beauty.An Artist’s Journey Toward GenerativityI have found that what I am asked to do often
seems impossible. How can I make a living as an artist? How can I support my family as an
artist? How can I support a growing movement as an artist? These challenges seem to expand
with every opportunity, but in my mind they come back to the same generative principles.This
book launches a series of essays and conversations on culture care, to which I invite the
contributions of artists, curators, critics, patrons, and other lovers of the arts and participants in
culture. We anticipate more books on culture care, and the theological underpinning for my
thesis will be laid out in my upcoming book on a theology of making. To help frame the
conversation for different types of thinkers, I begin by briefly considering three G’s sparked by
Judy’s act that have come to characterize my approach to generative thinking:genesis
momentsgenerositygenerational thinkingIn the next chapter, I will draw these elements together
with more formal definitions of the terms generative and culture care to help shape and catalyze
an ongoing conversation.Bringing home a bouquet of flowers created a genesis moment for me.
Judy’s small act fed my soul. It renewed my conviction as an artist. It gave me new perspective. It
challenged me to deliberately focus on endeavors in which I could truly be an artist of the soul.
That moment engendered many more genesis moments in the years that followed, contributing
to decisions small and large that have redefined my life and provided inspiration for myself, my
family, and my communities.Genesis moments like this often include elements of the great story
told in the beginning of the biblical book of Genesis: creativity, growth—and failure. Two of these
elements are common in discussions about arts and culture. God creates and calls his creatures
to fruitfulness. Adam exercises his own creativity in naming what has been created. But the story
also runs into failure and finitude.Generative thinking often starts out with a failure, like my failure
to think and act as an artist. I have discovered that something is awakened through failure,
tragedy, and disappointment. It is a place of learning and potential creativity. In such moments
you can get lost in despair or denial, or you can recognize the failure and run toward the hope of
something new.The key to recognizing genesis moments is to assume that every moment is
fresh. Creativity applied in a moment of weakness and vulnerability can turn failure into enduring
conversation, opening new vistas of inspiration and incarnation. To remember what Judy did, to
speak of it with others, to value her care—all this is generative, as her act can be honored and
become a touchpoint for others, leading to the birth of ideas and actions, artifacts and
relationships that would not otherwise have been.The bouquet was also an emblem of



generosity. Judy’s generous heart—more generous than mine at that moment—valued beauty
over the day-to-day worries that had so nearly narrowed my focus. Generative thinking is fueled
by generosity because it so often must work against a mindset that has survival and utility in the
foreground. In a culture dominated by this mindset, generosity has an unexpectedness that can
set the context for the renewal of our hearts. An encounter with generosity can remind us that life
always overflows our attempts to reduce it to a commodity or a transaction—because it is a gift.
Life and beauty are gratuitous in the best senses of that word.Judy’s bouquet is only one of
many instances of generosity in my life. I was able to become an artist partly because of my
parents’ generosity and encouragement. Both my father and my mother encouraged me when I
desired to pursue the arts. That, for an Asian family, was extremely unusual. Music, painting,
writing, and creating have always been part of my life. I took them for granted and thought that
everyone’s homes were a nurturing environment for creativity. Then I went to middle school and
discovered I was an anomaly! It was then that I started to realize I somehow had to defend my
time for creativity in a culture that does not nurture creative growth.Artists have a deep capacity
to develop and share generosity and empathy, to point toward abundance and connections. We
learn generosity as we try to communicate with a new audience, or help people express what
they cannot otherwise articulate, or say something meaningful into the void. Even an artist who
journeys alone, like the poet Emily Dickinson, can develop a sense of communicating or
communing with someone—the reader, nature, God—and so strengthen critical generative
capacities to bring beauty into the world. An encounter with the arts can lead to generative
thinking as generosity supplants our quid pro quo expectations. (In the sciences too discovery is
linked to the generosity of information shared among its practitioners.) The effects of generosity
begin with gratitude and lead to places we cannot predict.As I reflect on Judy’s simple act and
on my life in the arts, I am more and more convinced that anything truly generative is not
isolated. Generative values are given to us as a gift by our parents and predecessors. They grow
in conversation with the past and in our intention to speak and create so as to cultivate the
values of multiple future generations. Generative thinking requires generational thinking.Culture
formation is generational, not birthed in a night. Generative thinking can inspire us to work within
a vision for culture that is expressed in centuries and millennia rather than quarters, seasons, or
fashions. People in the arts work in conversation with artists of the past as they are shaping the
future, attempting to produce work with enduring qualities that might in turn speak to new
generations.I have seen gratuitous acts modeled by Judy’s parents and family. I have failed at
times to appreciate my own parents’ generosity—but at least I have had the receptivity to repent!
My father’s generosity in particular has led to so many blessings in the world that he did not
expect or even realize—all flowing from his love for art and music. Such acts from Judy’s and my
parents are now reflected in unexpected ways, not least in the lives of our creative children, all of
whom deeply value beauty and model generosity.Even the term generative is a gift to me. My
father, Osamu Fujimura, is a pioneer of acoustics research. I was born in Boston because he
was doing postdoctoral research at MIT with Noam Chomsky. Recently I invited my father to



attend an International Arts Movement conference. As we walked together to the TriBeCa
Performance Center where I was about to give a keynote, he asked me what I was to speak on. I
told him the speech would be called “On Generative Culture.” My father responded,
“Interesting . . . the word generative . . . that was my thesis topic.”I knew that. I had even read the
thesis. But for some reason I had sidelined this influence and forgotten to link my theme to my
father’s lifetime of work! He was instrumental in bringing Chomsky’s Generative Grammar
Theory to Japan. I was grateful for the rediscovery and was able to present my version of
generative thinking with a proper attribution of his influence.Our lives are directed or constrained
by paths paved by the generations before us. Sometimes we can trace the paths, as I did with
my father. Often they shape us unawares. What is true of legacies from our parents is true also
for our communities and racial and national histories. Cultures are not created overnight. We are
affected by layers of experiences, personalities, and works of previous generations. Cultural
histories affect us far beyond what we are able to recognize—or, sometimes, admit.Generative
principles flow out of generational blessing toward creativity. But the positive examples of my
wife and my parents are all too rare. Many people look back on what can seem to be
generational curses rather than blessings. I created IAM and continue to advocate for the arts
from a conviction that all people need a place of nurture toward their creative growth. Acts of
generosity can inspire genesis moments even out of generational failures.This book is the first in
a series on culture care that will expand on these and other generative principles and apply
them to several cases. It is my hope to engender conversations and so gather a community of
people committed to generative living. This, it should be emphasized, is not an end in itself but a
contribution to the greater good. Generative paths will birth resourcefulness, patience, and
general creativity in all of life. They lead to cultural—and human—thriving.– 2 –CULTURE CARE
DEFINEDCulture care is to provide care for our culture’s “soul,” to bring to our cultural home our
bouquet of flowers so that reminders of beauty—both ephemeral and enduring—are present in
even the harshest environments where survival is at stake. We may need to learn to cultivate
these reminders of beauty in the same way flowers are cared for and raised. Culture care
restores beauty as a seed of invigoration into the ecosystem of culture. Such care is generative:
a well-nurtured culture becomes an environment in which people and creativity thrive.At this
point it will be helpful to gather the threads to find a working definition of my main terms. At the
most basic level, we call something generative if it is fruitful, originating new life or producing
offspring (as with plants and animals), or producing new parts (as with stem cells). When we are
generative, we draw on creativity to bring into being something fresh and life giving.We can also
approach generativity by looking at its shadow, degenerate, the loss of good or desirable
qualities (a term also frequently used of generations). What is generative is the opposite of
degrading or limiting. It is constructive, expansive, affirming, growing beyond a mindset of
scarcity.One of Noam Chomsky’s early definitions of “generative grammar” refers to the set of
rules that can be used to create or generate all grammatical sentences in a language.1 He was
looking in human languages, as did my father in his work in acoustics, for a universal generative



principle, an explanation of our ability to construct seemingly infinite phrases by switching out
elements from a finite vocabulary and grammatical framework. Building on this, we might say
that a generative approach will identify and model the “grammar” or conditions that best
contribute to a good life and a thriving culture.Discovering and naming this grammar, identifying
and then living truly generative principles, is a process that depends deeply on generosity. This
is because it requires us to open ourselves to deep questions (and to their answers), which is
impossible when survival seems to depend on competing for scarce resources. But when we
acknowledge the gratuitous nature of life—not least the world’s inordinately diverse beauty—
gratitude galvanizes us to ask and welcome questions that reach beyond our own context and
experience. Artists at their best help us with such questions by presenting an expansive vision of
life that reveals beauty in ever-wider zones.Such a vision is by its nature a challenge to dictators
and totalitarian regimes—a threat to those whose power depends on holding humanity at the
level of survival or, worse, on eliminating diverse elements from societies. Artists and other
generative people can sense dehumanizing trends quickly, and this is why they are often
targeted by autocrats. But artists ultimately can reveal new facets of human flourishing even in
the midst of tragedy or horror, pointing toward hope and meaning.Another key generative
principle emerges as we begin to escape the cramped thinking of a culture of scarcity:
stewardship. Beyond mere survival, job function, bureaucratic specialization, or social roles is a
wide scope of human concern and responsibility. We are all given gifts for which we all must
care. Just as we are learning the importance of taking care of our environment to leave the earth
healthy for future generations, so we must all care for culture so future generations can
thrive.Implied in this description is a measure by which to assess principles that claim to be
generative: thinking and living that are truly generative make possible works and movements
that make our culture more humane and welcoming and that inspire us to be more fully human.
We can be comfortable, even confident, in affirming a cultural contribution as generative if, over
time, it recognizes, produces, or catalyzes more beauty, goodness, and flourishing.What
emerges from generative moments is something new, transformed from its source, something
that is both free and responsible to make its own ongoing creative contribution. I have on my
farm a magnificent old pear tree. This tree has grown from a small seed. First, the seed died. It
found welcoming soil and morphed into a tiny shoot. In time, with nurture, it came to full growth,
a thing of beauty at many levels, all on a scale out of proportion to the original seed, and full of
generative potential in its turn. The tree provides shade and shelter, flowers and fruit. It might
provide wood for warmth or walls or works of art. It might contribute to a landscape or resist
erosion. It might inspire poems or plays, paintings or photographs (such as the Ki-Seki painting
at the front of this book). It might spark a scientific discovery, host children at play, or lead a man
or woman to reflect on the nature of life.We can say that culture care is applied generative
thinking. Culture care ultimately results in a generative cultural environment: open to questions of
meaning, reaching beyond mere survival, inspiring people to meaningful action, and leading
toward wholeness and harmony. It produces thriving crossgenerational community.Interlude:



When Beauty Was TabooBy intentionally using the word beauty, I am swimming upstream.
When I began to exhibit in New York City in the mid-1990s, “beauty” was taboo, not to be spoken
of in public. It signified cultural hegemony, imperialist power, the corruption of the past, or the
cosmetic sheen of superficial contemporary culture. The art world still resists this word.The first
time I spoke at Dillon Gallery in SoHo, I quoted the text of Isaiah 61:2-3:to comfort all who
mourn,and provide for those who grieve in Zion—to bestow on them a crown of beautyinstead of
ashes,the oil of joyinstead of mourning,and a garment of praiseinstead of a spirit of despair.At
times in my own journey, even long after Judy’s reminder of a bouquet of flowers, I have
struggled to incorporate beauty into my life. As a National Scholar graduate student in Japan,
studying the art of Nihonga, I found myself using such extravagantly beautiful materials as gold,
silver, malachite, azurite, and exquisite paper and silk. I wrestled with beauty revealed in front of
me, created with my own hands. I did not then have a conceptual framework to incorporate
beauty as a valid premise of contemporary art. At that first artist’s talk at Dillon Gallery, I spoke of
this struggle and how, on finding the central reality of Jesus Christ, I was for the first time able to
find in Christ himself an integrating premise behind beauty.For Christ also began his ministry
with a reading from Isaiah 61.The Spirit of the Lord is on me,because he has anointed meto
proclaim good news to the poor.
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Can_Do, “I did enjoy the sample of his work shared in the beginning .... I have mixed feelings
about this book. I gave it four stars because just the chapter on Emily Dickenson and Vincent
Van Gogh, and their relationship with society and the church was well worth the price to me. The
book has other strengths, too. Fujimura does seem to be a bit elitist, as he thinks we should rely
on experts from the arts and social sciences to teach us how to understand the arts, including
literature and music. I think we could do without that, thank you very much. I did enjoy the
sample of his work shared in the beginning of the book. He does lovely art work himself, and he
is insightful insofar as the dreadful consequences of the materialistic, utilitarian philosophy that
has deluged our culture and the church.  As he points out, it's high time we got it together.”

BodyMindSoul, “Thought-provoking and encouraging. Fujimura addresses many issues facing
artists, their potential roles in society, evaluates what might or might not be important, and puts
forth creative suggestions from principle and his experience. I made a lot of highlights in the
book and took notes and will certainly incorporate some of his insights into my life.”

S. Ketchersid, “Interesting book. I enjoyed the book and loved the concept of sharing beauty with
the world and an an artist, caring for culture by sharing beauty. The book got deep but that's
what stood out to me.”

Boo, “Art and Theology. Compelling ideas from the author sparks deep reflection about what it
means to feel called by God to be an artist and how ones art can generate positive energy in this
broken world. It was a hope filled thoughtful read.”

Donald Thompson, “Adding beauty, light and faith to life during Covid. In this dark season of
Covid 19, it is wonderful to discover an essay that cultivates light and moments of beauty. It
inspires glimpses of daily natural beauty as well as serves as a great launching pad for
discussion in my small Bible study group. It inspired a little more art in each one within our
group--as well as an appreciation of the artwork of others. In a world and time that seems dark
with Covid,  this book adds light and encourages us to find our paintbrush.”

Grisel Torres, “Interesting. This is not a book that I would usually read, but the author made a
great point, used fantastic imagery, and spoke about things applied to anyone's context. Don't
let your creativity be hindered but learn how to apply it in your everyday life.”

Eric F., “Great book. Everything arrived on time and as advertised”

TheBlueFish, “Truth, beauty and goodness.. Makoto Fujimura is a world-class artist and thinker
and this book gives an insight into his heart and mind. A series of connected essays to help



creatives and entrepreneurs and churches to value beauty and art more highly as vital parts of
care for this world. My only critiques of this book are that I wish it was longer, but as an
introduction to provoke reflection and action it's a great primer, and in light of its length I wish it
were ordinarily a little cheaper. But, it makes a vital contribution to a much needed conversation
to freshly awaken wonder and care through culture and business.”

Joan D., “Very good book. Brilliant insights and clearly stated.”

morganz, “Five Stars. Refreshing and inspiring!”

The book by Makoto Fujimura has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 158 people have provided feedback.
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